Viasat’s New C-Band Feed’s Key Strengths:

- Exceptional autotrack performance with variable polarization on high dynamic targets
- Cost effective solution (added to your existing L/S Band system)
- Field upgradable for minimal implementation down time
- Minimal impact to your current L/S Band performance
- Design based on field proven ranging radar applications
- Patent applied for

Tracking the Most Demanding Targets

Difficult tracking applications require an antenna to provide precision tracking performance and accurate telemetry data acquisition, even on the most difficult targets, such as a fast moving missile or aircraft.

» Supplying high performance tracking antennas for over 45 years
» Developing new solutions for some of the world’s most challenging applications
» Delivering hundreds of installed systems and successful programs

We are dedicated to developing new technology, like our high dynamic C-Band feed, to advance telemetry tracking into the future, while we continue to support your current requirements.
REFURBISHMENTS AND UPGRADES

You invested in a state-of-the-art antenna and it has served you well. When a new program introduces new requirements, a new antenna might not be economically feasible. Your antenna still has life left, but may need some repair. An upgrade and/or refurbishment can extend the life of your asset at a fraction of the cost of a new antenna. All refurbishments and upgrades come with a one year warranty.

Viasat refurbishments have kept antennas working in the field for over 45 years, and they are still accurately tracking today. Take advantage of the latest technology without the expense of a new antenna. We do most of the work in the field to get your antenna back online as quickly as possible. Additionally, we work on many different antennas, even if they are not original Viasat equipment.

BALANCING YOUR REQUIREMENTS TO MAXIMIZE YOUR ANTENNA INVESTMENT

» Refurbishments extend the life of your current antenna
» Upgrades allow for new and future missions
» Field upgrades for minimal downtime

» New hardware is warranted, complete system warranty available
» Maintenance support

VIASAT OFFERS ADDITIONAL SERVICES

» Service/maintenance contracts
» Site surveys
» Engineering services
» Antenna relocations
» Training

» Extended warranties
» Spares sales
» Depot services
» 24x7 technical support
» Obsolescence management